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Abstract - Railway locomotive wheel profile consists of three main portions which include hub portion, web plate portion 
and rim portion. Due to the heavy contact application of loads on rim portion the internal stresses are developed in the web 
plate portion. In this present paper parabolic locomotive wheel profile is considered for the study and analysis due to the 
change of web plate thickness in the profile. The models with varying web plate thickness are designed by using 3-d 
modeling software CATIA V5 R20. Static, modal and thermo-mechanical analyses are conducted by using the finite element 
analysis commercial tool ANSYS 15.0. Axi-symmetric analysis is chosen for the study. AAR high carbon steel material is 
chosen for the analysis. Stresses, displacements, natural frequencies are studied and stresses, displacements due to combined 
application of mechanical and static loads are also studied by varying the web plate thickness and the better web plate 
thickness is determined for the wheel profile. 
 
Keywords - Parabolic locomotive wheel profile, web plate thickness, stresses, displacements, natural frequencies, ANSYS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Railway wheel experiences different types of stresses 
due to the application of loads on it. The more 
stresses are developed below the rim portion which is 
the web plate portion. The web plate portion of 
railway wheel profile is less in diameter when 
compared to the remaining portion of the wheel 
profile. Having less diameter is one of the reason due 
to which web plate portion experiences more stresses 
internally.  
 
The primary causes for stresses experienced in the 
wheel during the service are: 
 

1) Vertical loads acting on the railway wheel 
due to equipment and coach load. These 
loads are fluctuating in nature along the 
wheel tread and varied due to the track and 
dynamic operating conditions. 

2) Lateral loads applied against the front of the 
flange as a result of curve negotiation 
hunting etc. These loads occur less 
frequently than vertical loads but also tend 
to fluctuate. 

3) Thermal gradient effects, resulting from 
conversion of kinetic energy of the train into 
heat, when the brake shoes are applied to the 
wheel tread. The stress caused by braking 
can be considered to be of a steady nature. 
They don’t fluctuate during each revolution. 

 
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
Parabolic-Shaped railway wheel is used for the 
analysis; the web plate portion of the wheel profile is 
varied. which are modeled in CATIA V5 R20 

(Computer Aided Three Dimensional Interactive 
Application) and these 3-D models are imported to 
ANSYS workbench and converted into 2-D 
axisymmetric model to conduct the analysis. Steel 
material is used for the analysis. The web plate 
thickness of 15mm to 35mm is varied and studied. 
Static, modal and thermo-mechanical analyses are 
conducted by varying the web plate thickness and 
studied the effect of stresses, displacements and 
natural frequencies due to the changing the web plate 
thickness to determine the better web plate thickness 
for the wheel profile.  
 
A. 2-D Sketch of parabolic wheel profile with 
web plate thicknesses of 15,29,35mm: 

 
a) 

 
b) 
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c) 

Fig.1. 2d-sketches of parabolic shaped wheel profile with web 
plate thicknesses of a)15 mmb)29mmc)35mm 

 
B. 3-D CATIA Models of parabolic wheel profile 
with web plate thicknesses of 15,29,35mm: 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig.2. 3-D CATIA Models of parabolic wheel profile with web 
plate thicknesses of a)15mmb)29mmc)35mm 

C. FE Model:

 
Fig.3. Meshing for Parabolic-Shaped wheel profile for web 

plate thickness of 29mm 

D. Material Properties: 

 
Table. 1. Material properties 

 

 Analysis1:Static analysis: 
 Boundary conditions in static position: 

1) The wheel hub is constrained so that the 
model restrains to rigid body motion.  

2) The total load acts on the wheel rim. The rim 
which is in contact with rail is subjected to 
vertical and horizontal load of 320KN and 
160KN. 

3) Assume Steady state inertial forces such as 
gravity or rotational velocity is neglected in 
static analysis. 

4) Fig.4 depicts the boundary and loading 
conditions on the parabolic wheel profile 
with 29mm web plate thickness in static 
analysis. 

 
Fig.4.Boundary and loading conditions acting on the parabolic 
wheel profile with 29 mm web plate thickness in static analysis 

 
 Analysis 2:Modal analysis: 
 Boundary conditions: 
In modal analysis the hub part is fixed to find out the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes without any 
application of any external force. 
Fig.5 depicts the boundary conditions in modal 
analysis. 

 
Fig.5. Boundary conditions for parabolic wheel profile with 29 

mm web plate thickness in modal analysis 
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 Analysis 3: Thermo-mechanical analysis: 
 Boundary conditions: 
1. Assume Heat flux generated is uniformly 
distributed around the periphery of the wheel. 
 
1) The boundary conditions applied are hub of the 

wheel is considered to be maintained at ambient 
temperature. 

2) Apart from the thermal load generated due to 
braking, the wheel is also subjected to a vertical 
load and horizontal load of 320KN and 160KN. 

 
In this analysis first we solve the thermal analysis and 
the resulting temperature is induced in static analysis. 
The heat generated on the wheel rim is due to the 
braking and due to the contact with the rail. This heat 
generated is passes through the inside of the wheel 
profile. So, the heat flux is calculated as, 
Assume Velocity of the bogie (v) at the time of 
braking= 80 Kmph = 80*(5/18) =22.222 m/s. 
Assume Time the bogie brought to rest = 30s. 
Assume Mass of the axi-symmetric 2-D wheel profile 
is negligible so consider mass of the wheel profile as 
unit mass. They consist of surface area. 
Kinetic energy generated at the wheel profile 
= 0.5*m*v2 KE=0.5*1*22.2222= 246.908 J. 
Power generated = Kinetic energy / time taken 
 = 8.23028W. 
Heat flux generated for the wheel cross section 
 = Power generated / area. 
1. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 15: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness15= 32991mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/32991= 2.49425803e-4 w/mm2.  
2. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 20: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness20= 34634mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/34634= 2.375933091e-4 w/mm2. 
3. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 23: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness23= 35331mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/35331= 2.329061353e-4 w/mm2. 
4. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 27: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness27= 36608mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/36608= 2.247816507e-4 w/mm2. 
5. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 29: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness29= 37384mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/37384= 2.201157358e-4 w/mm2. 
6. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 30: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness30= 37059mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/37059= 2.220461067e-4 w/mm2. 

7. Heat flux generated for web plate thickness 35: 
Surface area of the parabolic wheel profile for web 
plate thickness35= 37159mm2. 
HF= Power generated/area  
= 8.23028/37159= 2.21485499e-4 w/mm2. 
 
Fig.6 depicts the steady state thermal boundary 
conditions and Fig.7 depicts the Boundary conditions 
after applying thermal and static loads in thermo-
mechanical analysis for web plate thickness of 29mm 
for parabolic wheel profile. 

 
 

Fig.6. Steady state thermal boundary conditions for the 
Parabolic wheel profile of 29mm web plate thickness 

 
Fig.7. Boundary conditions after applying thermal loads and 
static loads in thermo-mechanical analysis of 29mm web plate 

thickness 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Static, modal and thermo-mechanical analyses are 
carried out for the parabolic wheel profile by varying 
the web plate thickness from 15mm to 35mm. In 
static analysis graphs are drawn between the 
vonmises stresses, deformations vs.web plate 
thickness. In modal analysis graphs are drawn 
between the natural frequencies, deformations vs.web 
plate thickness. In thermo-mechanical analysis graphs 
were drawn between the temperatures, vonmises 
stresses, and deformations vs.web plate thickness. 
A.  Analysis 1: Static analysis: 

 

 
Fig.8. Vonmises stress distribution for AAR high carbon steel 

for parabolic wheel profile of web plate thickness 29mm 
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Fig.9. Deformations for AAR high carbon steel for parabolic 

wheel profile of web plate thickness 29mm 
 

Fig.8 and Fig.9 depicts Maximum vonmises stress of 
parabolic profile for AAR high carbon steel material 
is 45.762 Mpa at web plate of the wheel profile and 
maximum deformation is 0.18012 mm at outer edge 
of the wheel rim. 
 The maximum vonmises stresses and maximum 
deformations for the other web plate thicknesses are 
shown in the below Fig.10 and Fig.11 graphs. 

 
Fig.10. Maximum vonmises stress for various web plate 

thicknesses for parabolic wheel profile 
 

 
Fig.11. Maximum deformations for various web plate 

thicknesses for parabolic wheel profile 
B.  Analysis 2: Modal analysis: 

 
Fig.12. Mode shape 1 for AAR high carbon steel for parabolic 

wheel profile of web plate thickness 29mm 

 
 

Fig.13. Mode shape 3 for AAR high carbon steel for parabolic 
wheel profile of web plate thickness 29mm 

 
The three number of mode shapes are extracted in 
modal analysis. Fig.12 and Fig.13 depicts the natural 
frequency and deformation for mode 1 is 231.4Hz 
and 1.747 mm. The natural frequency and 
deformation for mode 3 is 2197 Hz and 2.1709 mm 
for web plate thickness 29mm. 
 
The mode shapes and deformations for the remaining 
web plate thicknesses are shown in the below Fig.14 
and Fig.15 graphs. 
 

 
Fig.14. Natural frequencies of parabolic- Shaped profile for 

various web plate thicknesses 
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Fig.15. Deformations of parabolic-Shaped profile for various 

web plate thicknesses 
 

C. Analysis 3: Thermo-mechanical analysis: 

 
Fig.16. Temaratures for AAR high carbon steel for parabolic 

wheel profile for web plate thickness 29mm 
 

 
Fig.17. Vonmises stress distribution for AAR high carbon steel 
due to both static and thermal loads for parabolic wheel profile 

for web plate thickness 29mm 
 

 
Fig.18. Deformations for AAR high carbon steel due to both 
static and thermal loads for parabolic wheel profile for web 

plate thickness 29mm 
 

Fig.16, Fig.17, Fig.18 depicts Maximum temperature 
of parabolic profile for AAR high carbon steel is 
350.55 K at outer edge of the rim; maximum 
vonmises stress is 163.03 Mpa at web plate of the 
profile, maximum deformation is 0.95767 mm at 
outer edge of the rim. 
The temperatures, Maximum vonmises stresses and 
deformations due to both static and thermal loads for 
the remaining web plate thicknesses are shown in the 
below Fig.19, Fig.20, Fig.21 graphs. 
 

 
Fig.19. Maximum Temperatures for parabolic-

Shaped wheel profile for various web plate 
thicknesses 

 

 
Fig.20. Maximum vonmises stresses for parabolic-Shaped 

wheel profile for various web plate thicknesses 
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Fig.21. Maximum deformations for Parabolic-Shaped wheel 

profile for various web plate thicknesses 
 

ONCLUSION 
 
 In this study the analysis is carried out for the 

parabolic locomotive wheel profile with varying 
web plate thicknesses for maximum vonmises 
stresses, deformations in static analysis, for 
natural frequencies in modal analysis and for 
maximum vonmises stresses, deformations due 
to the combined application of static and thermal 
loads in thermo-mechanical analysis are analyzed 
in ANSYS 15.0. 

 In static and thermo-mechanical analyses the 
stresses and deformations are gradually 
decreased from web plate thickness 15mm to 
web plate thickness 29mm. Further increment of 
web plate thickness more than 29 mm leads to 
the increment of stresses and deformations. 

 In modal analysis the natural frequencies are 
more for web plate thickness 29mm compared to 
other web plate thicknesses and deformations are 
less for web plate thickness 29mm compared to 
other web plate thicknesses. 

 The distance between wheel flange and wheel 
rim is 30mm. So, by increasing the web plate 
thickness more than 29mm the shape of the 
profile will change. Therefore, the web plate 
thickness 29 mm is better thickness for the 
parabolic locomotive wheel profile which obtains 

less stresses and deformations and better natural 
frequencies. 
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